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The story of Eoin MacNeill
Key Stage 3 Learning Resource

The story of Eoin MacNeill has
been developed by the Nerve
Centre’s Understanding the Decade
of Commemorations project, in
partnership with the Tower Museum.
It is the latest in a series of graphic novels
connected to the Decade of Centenaries,
which highlight important historical events
and people from Ireland’s history during
the years 1912-1923.
This is a Key Stage 3 curriculum linked
resource that looks at the life of Eoin
MacNeill, who is remembered in Irish
history as the man who countermanded
the orders for the 1916 Easter Rising.
Eoin MacNeill was an Irish scholar, Irish
language enthusiast, nationalist activist
and Sinn Féin politician who served as
Minister for Education from 1922 to 1925.
MacNeill has been described as "the
father of the modern study of early Irish
medieval history".
This graphic novel has been produced
in 2020 to mark the anniversary of the
Government of Ireland Act in 1920 and
the subsequent partition of Ireland into
two political jurisdictions – Northern
Ireland and Southern Ireland.
Further graphic novels, as well as a suite
of animations and interactive resources,
are available to access from www.
creativecentenaries.org/resources.
Artwork by Clare Foley and script by Seth
Linder. With thanks to Dr Adrian Grant and
Professor Fearghal McGarry.
creativecentenaries.org
towermuseumcollections.com

Procession at Michael Collins funeral, 1922.
Eoin MacNeill second from left. @ National Library of Ireland.

This graphic novel is part of the Understanding the Decade
of Commemorations project, supported by the European
Union’s PEACE IV Programme, managed by the Special EU
Programmes Body (SEUPB).

Eoin MacNeill is remembered
in Irish history as the man who
countermanded the orders for
the 1916 Easter Rising.
He was born into a Catholic family in the Glens of Antrim
in 1867. Growing up in one of the last Gaelic speaking
areas in Ireland, he was greatly influenced by Irish
culture. After graduating from university, he became a
clerk in the Dublin Law Courts. In 1893, he co-founded the
Gaelic League with scholar Douglas Hyde. In 1898, he
married Agnes Moore, with whom he had eight children.
The following year he became Professor of Early History
at the recently formed University College, Dublin.
His life changed dramatically in 1913 when he wrote an
article for the Gaelic League newspaper An Claidheamh
Soluis, in which he argued that Irish Nationalists should
establish a paramilitary force to mirror the unionist Ulster
Volunteer Force, established the previous year. With
encouragement from the revolutionary Irish Republican
Brotherhood (IRB), the Irish Volunteers were formed later
that year under MacNeill’s leadership.
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Eoin MacNeill’s entry in the
Dictionary of Irish Biography
http://historyhub.ie/eoin-macneill-dib

ONLINE

MacNeill’s countermanding order
to the Easter Rising is considered one
of the most important documents in
Irish history. It sold in 2014 for €30,000.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
world-europe-27046338

VISIT

The National LIbrary of Ireland
has many papers, documents,
and photographs relating
to Eoin MacNeill.
https://www.nli.ie/

At one point, membership of the Irish Volunteers boasted
over 100,000 members. But the force split after the
outbreak of the First World War in 1914, when MacNeill
refused the demand of John Redmond, leader of the Irish
Parliamentary Party and the Home Rule movement, that
members be asked to enlist in the British Army. Redmond
left, taking most of the membership with him. Those who
remained were committed to fighting the British
in Ireland.
However, MacNeill refused to support armed rebellion
unless there was a strong chance of success or
members’ lives or liberty were not at risk. To force him into
accepting the Rising planned for Easter 1916, others in
the Irish Volunteers’ leadership, including Patrick Pearse,
forged a document which appeared to show the British
were planning to arrest them.
Initially MacNeill permitted the Rising to go ahead but
when his friend Roger Casement was arrested bringing
arms into Ireland days before the planned rebellion on
Easter Sunday, he wrote his famous countermanding
order. It still went ahead, a day later, but with greatly
reduced numbers, and was brutally suppressed.
Although he played no part in the Rising, MacNeill
surrendered himself as Chief of Staff of the Volunteers.
Given a life sentence, he was transferred to Dartmoor
Prison in England. After republican prisoners were
released in an amnesty, he won a seat in the General
election of 1918, standing for Sinn Féin.
Arrested during the War of Independence he was
elected speaker of the Second Dáil on his release.
As republicans split following the peace treaty with
the British, he backed the Treaty Side against the IRA.
His son, Brian, fighting for the IRA, was killed.
MacNeill represented the Irish Free State on the Irish
Boundary Commission, set up to renegotiate the border
with Northern Ireland in 1924. He resigned after criticism
he had conceded too much to the British. He eventually
left politics and returned to academic life. He died
in 1945.

Record a podcast
with Eoin MacNeill
Students will imagine a scene where Eoin MacNeill is being interviewed for a radio
broadcast in 1925 after his resignation from the Boundary Commission. In groups, students
will research some of the main achievements and incidents from his life and script an
interview between MacNeill and a fictional interviewer, imagining the types of questions
and answers that would have been given. Students will assume the role of both characters
and use audio recording software to create their podcast.
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Write a letter to Eoin MacNeill’s
son during the Irish Civil War
Write a letter from Eoin MacNeill to his son Brian, during the Irish Civil War. Students should
consider how Eoin MacNeill would have felt with his son fighting for the opposing side. Did
Brian consider his father a traitor to Ireland? Did Eoin try to change his son’s mind, asking
him to return home? Students will work independently to write a one-page letter.
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Class
discussion
Eoin MacNeill was a scholar, revolutionary and politician. A champion of the Irish language,
he founded the Gaelic League, an organisation which aimed to encourage the use of Irish
in everyday life. He was a founding member of the Irish Volunteers, a group that played a
major role in the Easter Rising, and became its chief of staff. But he has gone down in history
as the man who tried to stop the Easter Rising. Today, opinion remains divided about Eoin
MacNeill. Is he a hero or hate figure? Or does MacNeill’s dramatic life reflect the complex
history of this period?

